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 “Yes, AND” 
 

This summer we are looking at what it is to be a United Methodist follower of Jesus. 

 

The topic this Sunday is a light one:  Sin and evil. 

 

I have read this text from Romans many times. 

 

I have come to realize that I’ve been reading it improperly. 

 

I recently read a commentary that is helping me to see Paul’s teaching in this scripture passage 

in a new way. 

 

Here is what I learned: 

 

When Paul speaks of the law in this passage, he is speaking of the gift of Torah - teachings 

given by God to God’s people in order that we might live - as people and as a people - in God’s 

way.  The first five books of the Hebrew Bible are Torah - the law of God as revealed to Moses. 

 

Law is gift.  God’s vision, given to the community is gift. 

 

And, living the gift of God’s vision perfectly is impossible. 

 

Living God’s vision perfectly is impossible and it can come to be the place where individual 

people and the community experience devastating brokenness.   

 

So, I knew that about the law that Paul references in this reading. 

 

But what I didn’t know is that according to biblical scholar N.T. Wright, is that the “I” in this 

passage is not Paul as an individual. 

 

The “I” in this passage is a whole community of people - the people of Israel. 

 

The “I” refers to a whole community of people bound by what Paul calls “sin”. 

 

What is sin?  Theologian Cornelius Plantinga Jr names it like this: 

 



“Sin is culpable disturbance of shalom.” 

 

Shalom is the harmony God intends for the world - wholeness, health, and blessing for all.  To 

be culpable in disturbing that peace means that we have contributed to the disturbance of 

shalom.  (Rob Bell, What is the Bible, pg. 260) 

 

The law is given in order that we might live shalom in community. 

And, the law can get overcome by communal sin in such a way that it feels like God’s peace is a 

hopeless dream. 

 

It turns out this reading is exactly what my heart needs to hear on this day. 

 

Because I - perhaps meaning “we” as community -  know the way of feeling overwhelmed by 

the good we seek to do and the ways we just cannot seem to stop nuclear missiles from flying or 

the earth from heating or our families from fighting. 

 

We become overwhelmed.  And we despair.  We wonder if there is any antidote to this struggle. 

 

But listen to what Paul has to say about that. 

 

Listen to what he has to speak to our sense of overwhelm. 

 

There is pain and despair and struggle, oh yes. 

 

And, in the midst of the “we” of this living of God’s law, there is God’s heart alive in the power 

of Christ Jesus. 

 

(read text) 

 

We give thanks for the apostle Paul, and his naming of communal struggle to live grace. 

 

And in Matthew’s gospel this morning, we hear Jesus speak about that struggle. 

 

Jesus has this to say:  God is in this world, calling to us individually and communally.  

 

When we feel near broken by the fracturing force at work in the world and in our nations and in 

our communities and in our hearts, we feel such despair. 

 

We human and small-feeling folk can become immobilized or frantic.  We grab for the quick fix 

or - and this is a major disturber of God’s shalom - we project our distress outward.   

 

We do these things.  God knows we do these things. 

 



But hear these words of Jesus calling people to let go of the laws and judgements that keep 

communities suspicious and broken.  Jesus calls the tired, the heavy laden, the hope-starved, 

into a life of cohesive grace.  

 

Jesus calls us, each and all. 

 

(read Matthew 11: 16 - 19, 25 - 30, the Message) 

 

We all participate in disturbing God’s vision for peace in this world. 

 

What Jesus is saying in Matthew is that we need to own the soul work that will heal this 

world.  That work is ours to do - our own sacred exploration of who we are and how it is we 

disrupt God’s vision of peace and wholeness. 

 

We don’t do this soul work alone.  We do it in the company of a God who knows what it is to 

be human, culpable, desperate for healing and for shalom. 

 

I share with you a story.  A parable. 

 

In her book “Broken Open:  How Difficult Times Can Help Us Grow”, Elizabeth Lesser shares 

this joke.  The joke was told to her by her dear friend Ruth.  Ruth had survived the 

concentration camps during World War II. 

 

“There was this man on a train.  It’s crowded on the train, and the man asks the fellow next to 

him to move the bag from their seat.  It’s a Polish joke, or maybe it is Russian, or it could be 

Yiddish, Ruth says.  I forget, it was so long ago. 

 

Anyway, the old word for baggage was chimidunchik. 

 

‘Would you please move your chimidunchik?’, the man says to his seat mate. 

 

But the seat mate ignores him.  More people get on the train, and it gets more crowded, until 

there is nowhere for anyone else to sit. 

 

The man politely asks his seat mate another time to move the bag, but he gets ignored again. 

 

Finally, he just starts yelling: ‘Move your chimidunchik!  Move your chimidunchik!’  Still no 

answer. 

 

Finally, the man gets so angry that he grabs the chimidunchik and throws it out of the window. 

 

Satisfied, he turns to his seat mate and asks him, ‘Now what are you going to do’? 

 

“Nothing, the guy says finally.  ‘It was not my chimidunchik’” 



 

Like Jesus explaining his parables, Lesser says this about the joke. 

 

‘You know how everyone in the world has a burden to carry?  Something heavy they are carting 

around from the past?  ... Baggage from childhood.  Misfortunes we suffered as kids.  Or, if 

your childhood was easy, you pick up baggage as you go along through life.  Maybe you get a 

serious disease, or you lose a child, or your marriage falls apart.  That becomes your particular 

baggage. 

 

Everyone has a burden to bear, and no one else can carry it for us. 

 

It’s our very own chimidunchik.” ... (Lesser goes on to say) 

 

Sometimes pain is buried and unexplored.  Repressed pain never goes away.  It is stored in the 

heart, in the body, and even in the genes, like deposits of oil deep within the earth... unexplored 

and unexpressed memories become combustible fuel...” 

 

(Broken Open, pg. 60 - 61) 

 

And this world and our souls are so threatened by the combustible fuel of projections and fears. 

 

Chimidunchiks - 

 

We carry them as individuals and as a community of individuals. 

 

The baggage and the pain and the falling short and the falling downs and the pain in us that 

leaks out into raised voices or throwing our fear onto whole populations - as it did when Ruth 

was locked away in a concentration camp.  That kind of projected pain is running wild in this 

world in which we live.  The newspapers shout it. 

 

 Old stories that keep us stuck in an inflated sense of who we are; old stories that perpetuate sin 

and make us culpable as we disturb the peace of God’s world. 

 

What we are called to do is to unpack our baggage!  We are called to stop trying to throw our 

baggage out the window.   

 

Our Chimidunchiks can be profound teachers.  And we don’t have to unpack them alone. 

 

“Come onto me, ye that are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.” 

 

That’s Jesus, inviting us to join our hearts and hurts with his.  That’s Jesus, inviting us into 

community with him and each other. 

 



Collectively and individually, we summon the courage to name how hard this work of living 

God’s love is.  Paul confessed that it was desperately hard for him and for the nation of Israel.   

 

We can name that too. 

 

This church?  This church is a baggage unpacking station.  We come here to learn about 

ourselves and about our longings for God’s peace to live in us and through us. 

It’s holy hard work. 

 

We can do this.  Together.  In Christ, through Christ, in the unity of the Holy Spirit. 

 

May the unpacking commence! 

 

Amen 

 

 

 


